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設計  

Isabella’s cleverness came into play when she skillfully prevented the 
bodyguard from  

purchasing soup for Seth. Choosing a meal that demanded minimal 

assistance, she  

deftly avoided the responsibility of personally feeding him.  

Observing Seth’s lackluster appetite and perpetual discontent during 

meals, it seemed  

as though eating was a burdensome task for him.  

Undeterred by this, Isabella refrained from excessive fuss and only 
offered assistance  

when necessary, steadfastly avoiding the act of feeding him directly.  

In the end, Seth threw down his spoon and refused to eat.  

A hush settled over the room as the clock approached nine o’clock.  

Recognizing the hour, Isabella rose from her seat, contemplating that it 

was time for  

her to leave.  
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With his eyes closed, Seth suddenly asked, “How is the production for the 
new quarter  

going?”  

Isabella was surprised by the sudden business question and instantly sat 

back down to  

report.  

“And what about the plans for the next quarter?” Seth asked again.  

Isabella hesitated, “They haven’t been finalized yet, we…”  

“Quarterly plans should be ready in advance. You can’t even handle such 

a simple  

task?” Seth opened his eyes.  

Isabella was at a loss for words. “Then should I…”  

Seth said, “Work on it here. Show me when it’s done.”  

When the boss demanded overtime, there was no way to refuse.  
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Isabella rolled her eyes and reluctantly went to find her notebook.  
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It’s already late at night. By the time I finish the plan, it’s likely to be 
morning. Capitalist  

b*astard!  

With her notebook in hand, she settled at a table, diligently typing away 
on the  

keyboard. The bitterness of burning the midnight oil for her “homework” 

was palpable,  

especially with the watchful eye of the “teacher” looming behind her, 

scrutinizing and  

critiquing every paragraph she crafted.  

As the clock neared midnight, Isabella found herself succumbing to the 
irresistible p  

of drowsiness.  

Just when she was on the verge of nodding off, Seth unexpectedly chimed 

in, “Give it  

to me. Let me have a look.”  

Isabella rubbed her eyes, picked up her notebook, and sat on the edge of 
the bed,  

obediently waiting for Seth’s critique.  
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Seth leaned back against the headboard, leisurely looking over her work.  



000  

Isabella tried to stay awake at first, but as drowsiness crept in, she 
couldn’t help but  

rest her head on the bed.  

Seth noticed her actions a few times, finding himself unable to resist a 
smile. However,  

he chose not to interrupt.  

Before long, Isabella had fallen asleep by the edge of the bed.  

Seth raised his hand, wanting to pat her head, but hesitated not to wake 

her up.  

He closed the notebook in his hand and slowly lay down.  

Turning to his side, he could see her profile.  

As she slept, she looked even more adorable.  
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Fixing his gaze on her, he was suddenly reminded of the scene he 
witnessed in Belle  

Square earlier that day.  

ii  

As a man, he discerned Steven’s intentions with just a single glance.  



Feeling annoyed, he couldn’t resist the urge to playfully pinch Isabella’s 
ear.  

You do know how to look for trouble.  

As Isabella slept soundly, she emitted a soft noise while attempting to 
swat away the  

perceived “fly” before resigning herself and allowing her hand to fall.  

Seth grunted and temporarily retracted his teasing hand.  

Feeling fatigued, the serene surroundings swiftly lulled him into a deep 
sleep.  
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Isabella didn’t wake up until five in the morning, her neck feeling stiff 

and  

uncomfortable, hindering any attempts to drift back into slumber.  

As she opened her eyes, she found herself surrounded by white.  

Upon turning her head, a startle gripped her.  

Seth lay on his side, lips tightly pressed together, his countenance devoid 

of any  

aggression.  

80%0  

Isabella was momentarily stunned. She reflected on the events of the 
previous night  



realizing that exhaustion had overcome her, leading her to fall into an 
unexpected  

sleep.  

She gently tapped her forehead and slowly got up.  

She sensed as if her entire body was unraveling, with particular 
emphasis on her neck,  
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the pain so intense it threatened to bring tears to her eyes.  

3.86%  

Limping toward the door, she discovered only two bodyguards stationed 

outside, both  

appearing fatigued.  

Seizing the opportunity with Seth still in slumber, she deftly replicated 
the data from the  

previous night and swiftly made her escape.  

Upon reaching the hospital entrance, she was concerned that Seth might 

be  

displeased. Consequently, she meticulously composed a message to be 

sent later,  

ensuring that Seth would remain undisturbed.  
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Taking a taxi home, she slept for another two hours, barely regaining her 

senses before  

heading to work.  

The advertising department was in a rush, and she was concerned that 
Briana might  

change her mind, so she scheduled the shoot for that day.  

It was just a few shots for the advertisement, so it wouldn’t take too 

long.  

Arriving at the studio for the morning shoot at nine o’clock, all the staff 

were in  

attendance, but Briana had not yet made an appearance.  

“Isn’t she being unprofessional? Just a few shots for 3 million dollars. 
What more does  

she want?” someone whispered as Isabella entered.  

Without saying much, Isabella promptly dialed Jessica.  
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“Miss Symons, Briana is very busy. It’s just an advertisement. We can’t 
afford to have  

Briana delayed, right?”  

Isabella took a seat and checked her watch.  

“Ms. West, overdoing something is not enjoyable. I’ll give you another 
hour. If she  

doesn’t arrive by then, the reporters will be here.”  

“You!”  

Before Jessica could finish her sentence, Isabella ended the call.  

Someone like Jessica proved to be consistently annoying. Regardless of 
how politely  

Isabella spoke to her, she refused to cease her irritating behavior until 

someone  

confronted her. Only then would she become cooperative.  

Isabella sat in the studio, noticing that she had sent a message to Seth 
but received no  

response.  
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She pursed her lips and remained silent.  

An hour passed, and Briana still hadn’t arrived.  



Isabella kept her words minimal, opting to make a few calls to media 
outlets familiar  

with the Shaffer Group.  

She believed in the advantage of being prepared, sensing that this 
advertisement might  

not unfold seamlessly.  

“She’s here! Briana’s here!”  

The studio buzzed with excitement when Briana finally arrived, 
surrounded by  

everyone.  

Jessica, appearing displeased, promptly instructed someone to fetch food 

and drinks.  

While Isabella harbored no issue with Briana, her sentiments toward the 

agent were  
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less favorable.  

86%  

She managed to conceal her frustration, engaging in polite conversation 

with a smile.  

“The upcoming scene requires a crane. It’s not too high,” the director 

informed them in  

advance.  



Briana seemed indifferent. “Whatever.”  

Jessica’s patience reached its limit, and she slammed the table. “The 
contract doesn’t  

mention needing a crane,” she declared.  

Casting a quick glance at Isabella, she added, “Miss Symons, Briana is set 
to walk the  

red carpet at the film festival in a couple of days. If something goes 
wrong, who will  

take responsibility?”  

Isabella remained composed. “So, what do you suggest?”  
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Jessica rolled her eyes and disdainfully remarked, “Just film a few scenes 
in the car.  

Why make a big deal out of it? If you’re not professional, you should at 
least know how  

to cut corners, right?”  

Isabella leaned back with a smile, choosing not to respond.  

She turned to Briana. “Shall we proceed with the shoot?”  

“Sure.” Briana shrugged, nudging her agent, “Ms. West, it’s fine.”  

Jessica’s expression darkened, and she didn’t want to deal with Briana at 

that mo  



The progress was sluggish, and Briana took a break to have her makeup 
done.  

Amid the shoot, Jessica stirred up trouble once more, insisting that 

Briana wear high  

heels.  

The crane shot was already precarious, involving lifting both Briana and 

the car  
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simultaneously, with Briana positioned on the car’s roof.  

The original plan called for low heels, and switching to high heels 
elevated the risk.  

“This is about the image!” Jessica insisted, threatening to halt filming if 
they didn’t  

comply.  

Briana, somewhat clueless, was swayed by Jessica and fell silent.  

With progress halted, the director was in a panic.  

Faced with no alternative, they reluctantly agreed.  

For safety precautions, Isabella had airbags placed under the car, taking 

extreme  

measures.  

She felt a sense of foreboding, anticipating trouble.  

80%  
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As she observed Briana being hoisted up, she even felt the urge to call for 
a halt.  
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Briana and the car lifted into the air simultaneously, with Briana 

standing on the car  

roof and addressing the camera.  

Everything was proceeding smoothly.  

80%  

Out of the blue, Jessica grabbed the director’s walkie-talkie and directed 
Briana, who  

was suspended mid-air, saying, “Briana, make your pose more 
prominent.”  

This caught everyone off guard, as they didn’t expect an agent to be so 
presumptuous.  

Even more astonishing was Briana’s compliance.  



Up in the air, every pose was precarious, especially since Briana was 
wearing high  

heels.  

If she made a wrong move…  
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“Ah!” A scream echoed through the air.  

86%0  

Isabella’s heart sank, prompting her to swiftly order Briana to be brought 

down without  

a moment’s hesitation.  

In a matter of seconds, Briana landed safely, yet tears still streamed 
down her face.  

Everyone gathered around in concern.  

“My foot is sprained…” Briana elongated her voice, crying in a 

melodramatic tone.  

Jessica forced her way through the crowd, initially scolding and then 

unleashin  

vehement curses.  

“Ms. West, stop blaming. It’s crucial to take her to the hospital now,” 
Isabella interjected  

As Isabella finished speaking, Jessica glared fiercely, saying, “What do 

you know? Her  



foot is sprained. How can she attend the film festival?”  
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Isabella frowned, her patience finally wearing thin. “It was your 
insistence on making  

her wear high heels and interrupting the director. If it weren’t for you…”  

“Shut up!” Jessica shouted in frustration, raising her hand and slapping 
Isabella across  

the face.  

Isabella instinctively stepped back but couldn’t entirely evade it.  

With a resounding slap, half of it landed on her face.  

A gasp emanated from the surrounding people.  

“Miss Symons!” Phoebe rushed over to assist Isabella, signaling the 
surrounding  

bodyguards to approach Briana’s team.  

Although a bit frightened, Jessica managed to shout.  

Isabella got up from the ground, glanced at Jessica, and then at Briana.  
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“Take her to the hospital.”  



Everyone was surprised, not expecting her to remain composed.  

at 80% E  

Phoebe remained the most composed, directing someone to take Briana 

to the hospital  

and then escorting the agitated Jessica out.  

“Miss Symons, are you alright?”  

Isabella moved her lips and smiled. “I’m fine.”  

“Then you…”  

“Go check how the video turned out.”  

Phoebe was taken aback, recalling the sudden appearance of more people 

in the arena  

earlier, arranged by Isabella for the press.  
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She first brought Isabella an ice pack, then hurried to review the video.  

Isabella sat in the lounge, closing her eyes and contemplating everything 
that had  

transpired.  

“Miss Symons, should we release it?”  

“Send the video to the paparazzi, Let them release it.”  



“Okay.”  

Phoebe had never encountered such situations before and felt uneasy.  

Isabella opened her eyes, her gaze serene.  

Initially worried about Nemotors’ insufficient marketing budget, 
everything fell into  

place. With Briana’s participation, it was essentially a free marketing 
opportunity.  
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As expected, the paparazzi acted swiftly, promptly releasing the video.  

Their target was not Briana but Jessica.  

86%  

Jessica had a particularly tarnished reputation among fans, who had long 
desired her  

replacement.  

As it gained traction, the feed became flooded with videos of the celebrity 
agent  

slapping the executive director, and netizens went wild sharing them.  

Nemotors had recently gained some popularity, leveraging the image of a 
stat  

ed  

enterprise, which easily resonated with public sentiments.  



Briana’s popularity soared, but with every fan gained, more detractors 
emerged.  

At a certain juncture, the war of words ignited.  
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Isabella sat in the lounge, calmly observing the unfolding situation, and 

then instructed  

Phoebe to issue a statement.  

Nemotors took full responsibility, acknowledging the safety hazards and 
offering a  

direct apology to Briana.  

Simultaneously, Jessica’s video insisting that Briana wear high heels and 

grab the  

walkie-talkie was made public.  

Nemotors, portrayed as being in a pitiful state, immediately evoked 
sympathy without,  

the need to purchase fake supporters, and the levels of sympathy reached 
th  
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Phoebe was astonished by Isabella’s actions, finding it difficult to put her 

thoughts into  

words.  

Isabella checked her messages and inquired, “What do you think?”  

Phoebe chuckled and remarked, “I never imagined that marketing for a 

company could  

take such a cunning approach.”  

Isabella reclined in her chair, feeling at ease.  

While she had previously probed into Jessica’s character, she was not 
inclined to  

Briana. Besides being imprudent, Briana had not committed any 

egregious acts.  

The early arrangement of reporters was initially just a precaution, but 
Jessica insisted  

on creating a scene to her own detriment, thereby providing ample 

material.  
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“Miss Symons, given this turn of events, what about the 

advertisements?”  

“Seize the moment; it’s best to release the ads in the next couple of 

days.”  



Isabella hesitated as well. While the marketing was in place, selecting a 
new  

spokesperson seemed somewhat inappropriate. She still wished to utilize 

Briana.  

86%  

For one, Briana’s company had shifted all the blame onto Jessica, so 

Briana herself had  

not been affected.  

Secondly, 3 million dollars had already been spent, and going to court 
would o  

more time.  

Just as she pondered, there was a commotion outside the studio.  

Isabella furrowed her brow, suspecting it might be fans causing trouble.  

Moments later, the door swung open, and Jordan entered.  

he  
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“Miss Symons.”  

“Is Mr. Shaffer here?”  

+ 80%  

“Mr. Shaffer is in the car.” Jordan bent down slightly and added, “Please 
follow me.”  



Isabella didn’t dare to delay; she grabbed her coat and swiftly made her 
way to the  

parking lot.  

The area had been cordoned off, initially to prevent overzealous fans, but 
now it  

conveniently served to avoid anyone witnessing her meeting with Seth.  

The black car was concealed in the darkness, surrounded by several other 
cars o  

same color, all belonging to bodyguards.  

Approaching the door cautiously, Isabella rapped gently.  

The door unlocked.  
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She bent down and saw Seth seated inside the car, wearing headphones 

with his gaze  

fixed on the screen of his notebook.  

As soon as Isabella settled in, he removed his headphones and gazed at 
her intently.  

“Why are you here?” Isabella inquired.  

Seth countered, “If I’m not here, how can I oversee your strategy?”  

Isabella cleared her throat, saying, “Just a minor ploy.”  



Disregarding her words, Seth’s gaze nonchalantly wandered across her 
face  

“No need to worry; I’ll promptly secure a new spokesperson or even 

utilize Briana  

directly. It won’t hinder our marketing efforts,” she assured.  

Isabella, sitting up straight, began presenting her case.  
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“Replace her,” Seth declared abruptly.  

Isabella was taken aback and pondered for a moment, asking, “You 
disapprove of  

Briana?”  

Seth disregarded her question. Suddenly, he raised his hand and grasped 

her chin to  

make her face him.  

“No retaliation?”  

Compelled to meet his gaze, Isabella pursed her lips and replied, “I did, 

just not  

hit to her face.”  

Those few videos proved potent enough to tarnish half of Jessica’s 
career.  

Seth snorted, “Striking someone without hitting their face. What’s the 

point?”  



ct  

Isabella retorted, “If I were blessed with a wealthy father like you, 
retaliation would be a  
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given.”  

Seth found himself momentarily speechless. What nonsense.  

“We don’t need to look for a spokesperson any longer,” he declared 
abruptly.  

Perplexed, Isabella inquired, “What do you mean?”  

“It’s you,” Seth announced as he released her chin.  

Isabella was taken aback. She pointed at herself. Me?”  

Seth sat upright, stating, “As the executive director of the group, you can 
endorse  

yourself. It’s not a big deal.”  

Isabella dismissed the idea with a wave of her hand. “I can’t do it!”  

You must be joking. You can’t save money like this.  

86%  
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Seth needed no persuasion to take action. He swung the car door open, 
stepped out,  

circled around to the other side, and pulled Isabella out of the car.  

it  

Inside the studio, the staff remained. Their jaws dropped in astonishment 
as Seth  

ushered Isabella into the studio.  

Amidst the shocked expressions, only the director’s eyes sparkled with 

intrigue as he  

slyly adjusted his glasses.  

A plan began to crystallize in his mind, prompting him to approach Seth 
with a  

proposition. “Mr. Shaffer, would you be interested in filming a 
commercial?”  

Isabella was left momentarily stunned by the unexpected turn of events.  
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She pondered, Requesting Seth to film an advertisement? Mr. Yarnell 
does have quite a  

bold idea.  

“Mr. Yarnell, this doesn’t seem appropriate,” Isabella remarked with a 
meaningful look.  

James chuckled and rubbed his hands, stating, “I have a new idea, But I 

need a male  

lead.”  

Isabella was about to suggest someone when Seth suddenly let go of her 
hand and  

glanced at James.  

“Please continue,” Seth said.  

Isabella was taken aback.  

Seeing an opportunity, James quickly leaned in to explain the detailed 
plot.  
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In essence, the storyline mirrors an advertisement featuring the female 
lead driving out  

of the castle and subsequently being captured by the male lead. The 
entire scene  

centers on the car, while the real tension lies within the characters.  

As Isabella listened, her mouth twitched. The plot was so cliché that she 

felt no desire  



to shoot it, let alone involve Seth.  

“Mr. Shaffer, it will be just a few shots. All you need to do is push the 
female lead into  

the car,” James continued.  

James then stroked his beard. “I don’t think Briana Farrell is quite 
suitable f  

female lead.”  

Seth raised his eyes and looked at Isabella.  

James clapped his hands forcefully. “Miss Symons is perfect!”  

Isabella took a deep breath, feeling a bit suspicious. Is Mr. Yarnell 
recommended by  
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Seth?  

Seth remained silent, leaving her at a loss for words.  

James scanned between the two of them and began a ten-minute 
persuasion.  

For someone like Seth, shooting an advertisement was a trivial matter. 
Even Isabella  

was reluctant to show her face in the advertisement.  

“It’s just a one-time advertisement, not a debut,” James insisted.  

Isabella gripped the chair handle tightly. “No…”  



Seth replied, “Okay, I agree.”  

Isabella was completely taken aback.  

Laughter erupted in the studio, prompting James to quickly change the 

scene.  
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“Mr. Shaffer, this advertisement shoot demands a sense of camera. I can’t 
do it,”  

isabella expressed.  

Seth replied, “I’ll teach you.”  

Unable to contain herself, Isabella rolled her eyes. “I admit, you are very 
skilled at  

leading a company, but as an artist…”  

“Do you know what my mom does?” Seth suddenly asked her.  

Isabella replied, “She’s a star.”  

Seth continued, “Do you know about genes?”  

Isabella was rendered speechless.  

Feeling overwhelmed, she wiped her face, finding the situation a bit too 
absurd.  

86%0  
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Seth rarely appeared in public, and when he did, it was usually on the 

financial channel.  

Suddenly, shooting an advertisement could have potentially impacted the 
Shaffer  

Group’s stock if the outcome was unfavorable. Moreover, if it had led to 
ridicule, Seth,  

being proud, would have struggled to cope.  

“Mr. Shaffer…”  

Seth interjected, “Don’t waste time talking; it’s better to invest in some 

fake supporters.  

I’m concerned the audience may question your credibility.”  

Isabella was puzzled, hesitating to speak. Ultimately, she had no choice 
but to eng  

in buying fake supporters.  

The primary purpose of buying it was for Seth. Regardless of the results, 

Seth’s prestig  

could not have been diminished, or else they would have been the ones 

suffering in the  

end.  
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The on-site setup was swift, yet Isabella grew increasingly nervous as 
she observed.  

Ordinary individuals tended to feel camera-shy, experiencing discomfort, 
especially with  

quite a lot of people present.  

She was ushered in to change clothes, her palms sweating profusely.  

The stylist and makeup artist praised her natural beauty, but she paid no 
heed.  

Prior to entering the scene, she even approached James, hoping to switch 
roles.  

“Alright, everyone! Prepare to commence shooting!”  

James completely ignored her, smiling broadly.  

Isabella was pushed onto the stage, and the more nervous she became, 
the more  

mistakes she made.  
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There were only a few scenes in total, but she couldn’t even get the first 
one right,  

stumbling in front of the green screen with her limbs not cooperating.  

The atmosphere on set shifted from relaxed to tense in an instant.  
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If this were a seasoned actor, James would have reprimanded him long 
ago. However,  

Isabella was initially coerced into this role, so there was little to be said 
if she didn’t  

perform well.  

James, a tall and robust man, probably weighing around 150 pounds, 

personally  

demonstrated how the female lead should execute the scene.  

Isabella finally passed and proceeded to the second scene.  

“Mr. Shaffer, replicate the same intensity you had when bringing Miss 
Symons onto the  

stage earlier. Just toss her into the car!”  

Seth didn’t bother changing his attire; he remained in the same outfit as 
before.  

Isabella stood motionless for a moment.  
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“Mr. Yarnell, I think you should show us how to do it first.”  

46%  

計  

“What?”  

“Let Mr. Shaffer throw you first so I can experience it.”  

Seth’s icy gaze pierced through.  

Isabella suppressed a smile and gazed up at the sky.  

James took it seriously and hurried over to Seth. “Mr. Shaffer, come on.”  

Pfft-  

Laughter erupted.  

Seth’s expression turned cold, emitting a chilling aura.  
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James chuckled awkwardly and moved aside.  

“Well… let’s prepare to shoot!”  

+40%  

Not everyone is cut out to be an actor, even someone like Seth. Asking 
him to throw  

Isabella in a certain manner would be quite awkward.  

After several attempts, Isabella felt like her head was about to explode, 
and Seth’s  

demeanor grew increasingly displeased.  



After struggling for half a day and still not completing the scene by 
nightfall, James  

was dissatisfied.  

He devised a new plan, altering the plot to have the female lead run out 
of the castle  

while the male lead waited outside in a car, and the female lead swiftly 

jumped into the  

car.  

It was reluctantly settled, but Isabella found it absurd.  
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Professional tasks should be entrusted to professionals. Taking shortcuts 

only leads to  

complications.  

She didn’t engage much with James before departing, but she instructed 
the  

advertising department to postpone any releases for the time being.  

Seth was likely just acting on a whim, appearing sporadically for 
amusement.  

After the filming concluded, Jordan entered and uttered a few words, 
Seth’s expression  

appearing less than pleased.  

“If you have things to attend to, feel free to leave.”  



Seth glanced at her and said nothing as he rose slowly.  

Isabella sat in the lounge, observing his departure amidst the crowd.  
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Feeling unsettled, she sensed that the day’s events were on the verge of 
becoming a  

farce.  

The studio still required tidying up. With Phoebe present, Isabella 

departed first.  

Upon arriving home, she swiftly showered.  

Without even blow-drying her hair, a phone call came through.  

Her heart skipped a beat, sensing that something was about to unfold.  

It was Phoebe on the line.  

“Miss Symons, you need to check the trending topics. Something has 
happened.”  

Isabella didn’t say much, holding a towel in one hand and scrolling 
through her phone  

with the other.  

5/8  
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The afternoon filming scene had been leaked, but the other party was 
cunning,  

avoiding any mention of Seth and solely focusing on Isabella.  

The comments inundated the post.  

One netizen criticized, ‘What a crazy move! Replacing professionals just 
for  

self-promotion?’  

Another comment read, ‘This is hilarious! Is she obsessed with fame?”  

An additional comment remarked, ‘Excuse me, would she step in 

personally if Briana  

didn’t hurt her?’  

Yet another comment retorted, ‘Stop slandering Briana! It was the 
agent’s fault. It has  

nothing to do with Briana!”  

46%  
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The anticipated group mockery, however, was all directed at Isabella.  
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The insults were severe, escalating to the extent of doxxing her and 
revealing Isabella’s  

entire background.  

Briana’s influential fans played a role, aggressively targeting Isabella in 

an attempt to  



shift the narrative.  

“Miss Symons, should I approach Mr. Shaffer for assistance?” Phoebe 
suggested  

tactfully, recognizing that Seth’s involvement could alter the situation.  

Isabella sat on the edge of the bed, clutching her phone, her back 
drenched in col  

sweat.  

The sensation of facing public criticism from the entire world was unlike 
anything she  

had experienced before. It was far removed from the taunts of those 
affluent young  
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ladies, leaving her without a chance to defend herself.  

46%  
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At eight o’clock, several luxury cars adorned the courtyard of the old 
Shaffer residence.  

Upon Seth’s arrival, someone promptly emerged to greet him.  

The private banquet, in essence, was an unspoken agreement between 
the two  

families.  

Bloom arrived early. Upon spotting Seth, she intercepted him at the 
door.  

“What’s wrong with you? How did you obediently show up  

Seth responded, “This is the Shaffer residence.”  

ve this?”  

Bloom rolled her eyes, saying, “Of course, I know. Do you understand the 

implications?”  

As the two families convened, perhaps after tonight, the marriage could 
be settled.  
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While she was on edge, Seth remained surprisingly calm.  

Glancing behind her, she whispered, “Do you genuinely like Isabella?”  

Seth met her gaze, his thin lips slightly parted.  

Before he could speak, Ariana walked in from the garden.  

“Seth, you’re late. Everyone has been waiting for you for a long time.”  



Seth responded lightly and walked past Bloom to the backyard.  

Bloom followed behind, always trying to find an opportunity to speak, 
but she  

get a response from Seth.  

46  

The garden was arranged for the banquet, with Bloom’s parents and 
Ariana’s family in  

attendance. Lara’s mother, Christina, was also present.  
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The table was perfectly set to accommodate everyone, and once Seth took 
his seat, his  

presence seemed to cast a shadow over those around him.  

Bloom’s father, Max Flowers, expressed immense satisfaction with Seth 

as his future  

son-in-law, showering him with endless praise.  

Seth’s surprisingly cooperative attitude throughout the entire event 
pleased Spencer.  

He understood that Seth had always been composed and level-headed, 
making it  

impossible for him to lose his composure over Isabella.  



Bloom sat with Ariana, both casting intense glares at Seth, their eyes 
practically  

shooting fire.  

This b*stard! We have an agreement! Why is he changing his mind?  

“Isabella?” Ariana suddenly whispered.  
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Bloom quickly looked over. “What… what’s wrong?”  

“It seems like Isabella has been cyberbullied,” Ariana sighed.  

46%2  

Bloom’s eyes lit up, quickly grabbing the phone and flipping through it. 

“Isabella is in  

trouble!”  

Ignoring the parents at the table, she shook the phone in front of Seth.  

Bloom’s mother, Noreen Sharp, clicked her tongue and quickly snatched 
the phone.  

away.  

“What’s wrong with you, Bloom?”  

Bloom wanted to speak but was fiercely glared at by Noreen.  

Noreen originally wanted to put down the phone, but then her eyes 
caught the word on  

the screen.  
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“Oh, Nemotors? Isn’t that a small company just acquired by the Shaffer 

Group?”  

40%  

The men at the table were originally focused on Seth. Upon hearing the 
words, their  

attention was also drawn over.  

Taking out their phones, they quickly read through the situation and got 

a rough idea of  

what happened.  

The men were not interested in such trivial matters, but Noreen and 
Ariana’s mother,  

Debbie Alonso, loved gossip. After all, it was also a bit of a scandal.  

“At least she’s an executive director. How can she act so recklessly?”  

“Coming from a humble background, it’s normal for her to seek fame,” 
Christina pass  

a dish to Spencer, shooting a sarcastic look at Seth. “Wasn’t this girl once 
Seth’s chief  

secretary?”  

57  
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Seth took a sip of his wine, not bothering to reply.  



The atmosphere became a bit awkward.  

Noreen casually remarked, “That’s true. How could our children possibly 
want to  

become actors?”  

As/s007 ass  

finished speaking, Seth placed his cup on the table.  

Max coughed loudly, giving Noreen a fierce glare.  

Noreen realized that referring to Erin as an actor was taboo in the 
Shaffer Far  

many years.  

“I…”  

“Alright, stop talking.” Spencer tapped his cane and said, “Let’s try the 

foods we  

40%  
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prepared.”  
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The ambiance at the table was peculiar, with Max and Ariana’s father, 
Jack Years, eager  

to continue discussing the recent stock market with Seth, but Seth was 
not very  

forthcoming.  

“Acting in movies is quite appealing as well.” Bloom pursed her lips and 

remarked, “I  

used to watch Madam Baxter’s movies too.”  

Noreen shot her a glance and chuckled, “Indeed, she is the movie queen, 
unmatched by  

many.”  

“If Seth were to make his debut in movies, he would surely gain 
popularity as well.”  

Bloom raised her eyebrows and glanced at Seth. She doubted that Seth 

could remain.  

indifferent.  

“Nonsense, Seth in movies? That’s impossible!” Noreen scolded.  

1/8  
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Bloom pursed her lips and tried to signal Seth with her eyes, hoping he 
would be of  

some help.  

However, Seth remained composed, seemingly unfazed by Isabella and 
Erin being  

looked down upon by the others.  

Ariana stood up, poured wine for everyone, and approached Seth.  

Yet, Seth moved the wine glass away, deliberately avoiding her gesture.  

Ariana hesitated for a moment and withdrew her hand.  

“I just finished filming today,” Seth announced.  

An instant hush fell over the table.  

Spencer’s lips tightened, his expression darkening instantly.  

46%  
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Silence filled the room. Ariana, standing closest, smiled as she began, “Is 

it part of the  

group’s strategic plan? I heard they discussed it in a meeting a few days 

ago…”  

“No,” Seth unbuttoned his collar, placed his hands on the table, and 

exuded a  

commanding presence.  



“Then it’s an interview, right?” Noreen attempted to diffuse the tension.  

Seth replied, “It’s a formal advertisement. I filmed it with Isabella.”  

Noreen’s expression stiffened.  

Bloom bit her fork, her eyes wide with surprise.  

Spencer snapped his fork down, “Well, regarding this matter…”  

“There’s no other reason. I simply like her. It’s just some small gestures 
to bring her joy. I  
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The expressions of everyone at the table changed; what was supposed to 

be a family  

banquet leading to an engagement turned into Seth boldly declaring his 
affection for  

that woman.  

Bloom bit her fork, trembling with excitement  

Well, Seth remains true to himself, whether in silence or delivering a 
harsh blow.  

Impressive!  

“Seth…” Ariana was taken aback. She was completely convinced that Seth 

w  

extend any courtesy to the Flowers Family. However, she was 

unprepared for t  



moment he openly declared his affection for Isabella in front of 
everyone.  

“It’s getting late. Please enjoy your meal, everyone.” Seth, pushing his 

chair back,  

elegantly wiped his mouth with a napkin and addressed everyone, 
“Isabella is facing a  
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barrage  

comfort.”  

Her  

of online abuse; she must be distressed. I need to go and offer her some  

A hushed silence fell over the group  

Bloom encouraged, “Go! Go ahead.”  

Seth gracefully stood up, donned his coat, and made his way toward the 
garden.  

The lingering silence persisted at the table.  

As he exited, he noticed Jordan waiting.  

Jordan inquired, “Mr. Shaffer, where are you headed?”  

“Ingemium Media.”  

45%  
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At nine o’clock, Isabella returned to the company with a sense of urgency, 
promptly  

instructing the advertising department to work overtime.  

“Miss Symons, didn’t you say we weren’t going to release it?”  

Isabella, maintaining her composure, directed, “Find two young models, 
a male and a  

female, with body types similar to mine and Mr. Shaffer’s, and bring the 
editor as well.”  

“Yes,”  

An hour later, the preparations were complete.  

“Miss Symons, are we going to release it?”  

“Yes, go ahead and release it.”  

“Understood.”  
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Isabella sat calmly, allowing the overtime workers to depart, leaving only 
Phoebe and a  

few editors by her side.  

“Miss Symons, there’s a reaction!”  

Real-time comments scrolled across the large screen, each one vividly 
displayed.  



‘Wow! Is this actually happening? Where is the female executive 
director? It’s a fashion.  

model.’  

‘The figure that dashed out at the start bears a resemblance to Isabella…  

‘The silhouette of the male protagonist is quite attractive.  

‘Briana’s fans are causing trouble!’  

19:22 Mu Mer 25  

The office was enveloped in shock as the unfolding situation took an 
unexpected turn  

Amidst the chaos, Isabella remained composed, her gaze unwaveringly 
fixed on the  

screen as her hands clenched tightly under the table  
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The advertisement showcased only a handful of shots. Isabella replaced 
all shots  

featuring her and Seth’s faces with two young models, keeping those 
solely with their  

backs.  



Although some people managed to recognize Isabella from behind, any 
confusion was  

swiftly dispelled by the model’s explanation on Twitter.  

‘My foot is injured, so I can’t run. I apologize for any inconvenience, Miss 
Symons~’  

As an executive director, Isabella indeed assumed the role of a D-class 

model  

substitute. The critical factor here was that Isabella maintained a top-

notch figure an  

appearance.  

Netizens, renowned for their sharp critique, initially regarded Isabella 
replacing Briana  

as a jest. However, after viewing the advertisement, the tide of 
comments swiftly  

changed.  
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One comment asserted, ‘It would be more fitting to have the female 
executive director  

take on the role; at least her demeanor and appearance are top-notch.  

Another comment pointed out, ‘This model’s face appears miserable, 

rendering her.  

unsuitable for advertising a domestic car!  

Isabella casually scrolled through the comments, paying minimal 

attention to most of  



them but honing in on a select few.  

Seated beside her, Phoebe remarked, “Some people mention that the 
backs of the ma  

and female leads match well.”  

The realization struck Isabella; it was her and Seth in that single shot, 
both facing away.  

“Actually, there’s no need to completely erase Mr. Shaffer, not even the 
actors’ names in  

the advertisement,” Phoebe suggested.  
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Seated in the main spot, Isabella’s gaze fixated on the expansive screen 

as she  
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commented, “The moon is just the moon; it’s only captivating when it 
shines brightly in  

the sky. It’s a shame to cradle it in your arms.  

Phoebe looked puzzled.  

Isabella smiled and turned to her. “I don’t believe Seth should be involved 

in  

advertisements. He exudes a high-class aura, and it could potentially 

diminish his  

overall value.”  



Phoebe understood. “That makes sense…”  

Meanwhile, at Ingemium Media.  

“Mr. Shaffer, please let her stop…”  
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Briana cowered in her chair, her face drained of color with fear, avoiding 
eye contact  

with Seth.  

Seth leaned back on the sofa, one hand resting on the arm, his eyes 

closed in  

relaxation.  

The studio echoed with the unsettling sound of a woman repeatedly 
slapping herself,  

the audible impact resonating. There was visible blood in the corner of 
her mouth.  

The executive director of Ingemium Media stood nearby, beads of sweat 
forming on his  

forehead.  

“Stop,” Jordan intervened.  

Jessica collapsed to the floor, disoriented from the self-inflicted slaps, 
blood trickling  

from her mouth.  



“Mr. Shaffer, the items have been dispatched the secretary entered, 
trembling as she  
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spoke.  
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Seth finally opened his eyes, shifted his body slightly, and with a finger 
pressed against  

his temple, his gaze coldly fixed on the woman before him.  

He looked up and addressed the executive director of Ingemium Media 
standing beside  

him, “It’s late; I apologize for the inconvenience.”  

“What are you saying? It’s just a minor issue. I apologize for any trouble 
caused,” the  

other party seemed on the verge of kneeling, hands clasped in front, 
eager to please.  

Meanwhile, Briana continued to weep, her gaze fixed on Seth as he rose, 
sending  

shivers down her spine.  

She had expected the issue to be resolved that day, even planning to 
apologize to  

Isabella, but an unexpected evening summons to the office disrupted her 
plans.  

50  
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While Briana wasn’t the one hurt, Jessica had come perilously close to a 
tragic fate.  

Approaching her, Seth paused and asked, “Has the 3 million dollars from 
Nemotors  

been credited to you?”  

Briana was momentarily stunned, then quickly replied, “I’ll repay it 

immediately! Right  

away!”  

Seth averted his gaze and walked past her toward the exit.  

The group left Ingemium Media.  

Once in the car, Jordan shared the latest update. “Miss Symons has 

removed all  

references to you, leaving only a silhouette.”  

Seated in the back, mostly concealed in the darkness, Seth remained 
silent.  

6/7  
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After a moment, he inquired, “Where is she?”  

“She should still be at the company. Do you want to go visit her?”  



Seth remained silent while Jordan quietly signaled the driver to start 
moving.  

As the car navigated through the busy commercial street and neared the 

mall, Seth  

requested a stop.  

Outside, a large screen displayed the premiere advertisement for 

Nemotors.  

45%  
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At midnight, Ingemium Media issued a notice to terminate Jessica’s 

employment  

contract, drawing immediate attention and effectively securing 

Nemotors.  

Isabella hadn’t anticipated such swift action from them. She returned 

home feeling  

disoriented, thoroughly exhausted and nearly dozed off on the sofa.  

Suddenly, a strong knocking sound came.  

“Isabella! Open the door!” It sounded like Courtney.  

45%  
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Isabella was overwhelmed, dragging herself to open the door. As soon as 
she opened  

it, she was hugged directly.  

“Where’s Seth? Let him come out. I want to bow to him!”  

Bloom hung on Isabella, swaying around, then suddenly let go of Isabella 

and knelt  

1/8  
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down on one knee!  

Isabella was shocked, not understanding what was going on.  

Courtney covered her face, quickly pulled the drunk Bloom up, and 

explained to  

Isabella, “She’s had too much to drink. Please don’t mind.”  

Isabella blinked, feeling confused.  

45%  

Bloom was still struggling, holding onto Isabella and saying, “Isabella, 

from now on, you  

are my mom, and Seth is my dad!”  

Isabella was taken aback.  

“Seth is awesome! I wish you both a lifetime of happiness! And may you 

have two kids  



in three years!”  

Isabella twitched at the corner of her mouth, not understanding what she 
was saying.  
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Courtney couldn’t handle Bloom alone, so she had to ask Isabella for 
help.  

Despite feeling helpless, Isabella extended a helping hand.  

Probably having had quite a bit to drink, Bloom was ecstatic.  

Isabella helped her get to Courtney’s room, and she kept clinging to 
Isabella.  

“Mom, you have no idea how handsome Dad is today!”  

“Seth is the best!”  

45%  

Isabella was puzzled, exchanged a glance with Courtney, and both of 
them shrugge  

disbelief.  

After finally coaxing Bloom to sleep, the two of them were exhausted 

when they came  

out.  
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“Dariel bought a cruise ship for Natasha, and it’s going to set sail 
tomorrow. Do you  

know about that?”  

As they walked out, Courtney spoke to Isabella.  

Isabella had no idea. Natasha hadn’t told her.  

“A cruise ship?”  

Is Dariel out of his mind? The price of a cruise ship is in the billions.  

“Yeah, it’s said to have cost this much.” Courtney raised her hand and 
gestured an  

eight.  

Isabella gasped, feeling a bit stunned. She then pondered Natasha’s 
words, sensing  

that something wasn’t quite right.  

“Natasha will definitely invite you tomorrow. Just wait and see.”  
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Isabella ran her hand through her hair, feeling overwhelmed with her 
own thoughts,  

unable to focus on anything else for the moment.  

Just as she was thinking, there was a knock on the door.  

Courtney hurried to open the door, only to find Leonard and Seth 
standing outside.  



“Why are you two here?”  

“Seth said…”  

Leonard was sound asleep when Seth woke him up.  

He weakly raised the cake in his hand.  

Before he could finish his sentence, he happened to see Isabella behind.  

“No need to bother. She’s right here.”  

45%  
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He stepped aside, smacking Seth on the back of his head.  

Expressionless, Seth peered inside, and his eyes met Isabella’s.  

Isabella was dumbfounded.  

Courtney quickly understood the situation and invited Seth and Leonard 

inside.  

Isabella stood to the side, feeling a bit lost.  

It was inexplicable how they could all gather together in the middle of 
the night.  

Just as the atmosphere was getting strange, the door to Bloom’s room 
suddenly  

opened.  
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She stood at the door like a zombie, slouching her shoulders, but her eyes 
lit up when  

she suddenly saw Seth.  
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“Dad!”  

Confusion swept across the faces of everyone present.  

Seth found himself momentarily rendered speechless.  

45%  

Before anyone could react, Bloom turned to face Isabella, grinned, and 

said, “Dad, my  

mom is here too.”  

Seth frowned and glanced at Courtney. “Take her away.”  

Courtney approached to lead Bloom away with a suppressed smile, but 
Bloom resist  

and broke free.  

She climbed onto the coffee table and walked toward Seth. “Dad, didn’t 
you mention  

tonight that you enjoy…”  

Bang!  
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Before she could complete her sentence, she unexpectedly stepped into 
thin air and  

tumbled to her knees from the coffee table!  

 


